
Now Hiring: Full-Time Team Member for Advertising Agency in Bloomington, IL

Social Media Specialist

Important Note
This is NOT a remote position. For this full-time, salaried career, candidates must reside in the 

Bloomington-Normal area to work in-person daily at the JoshuaOneNine Office in downtown Bloomington.

POSITION OVERVIEW                                                                                                                                                              
Responsible for managing multiple social media accounts for a handful of small business Clients at a 
growing Advertising Agency. Technical skills and creative talent are expected in three key areas of social 
media: content creation & posting, response & engagement, and profile management.

 Create, Shoot/Record, Edit, and Finalize Social Content (pics & vids, scripted & spontaneous, with a

phone and/or pro gear, on-location at client and 3rd party sites).

 Write Descriptions & Captions, and Post Content to Feeds, Reels, Stories, Pages & Channels 
(scheduled and live, in brand voice per guidelines, with music, stickers, buttons & links where appropriate).

 Customer Response & Fan Engagement (manage contests, and monitor & respond to reviews, 

comments, questions, and complaints, both public and private).

 Keep All Profiles, Pages & Channels Updated and Optimized (hours, info, dealing with scammers, 

and all other behind-the-scenes maintenance that keeps these properties running optimally).

Personally, you're a constant scroller and avid user of social media platforms, and professionally, you 
understand how proper use of Instagram, TikTok, LinkedIn and others can catapult a local business. 
Personally, you're a pop culture wiki, on top of each trend, an expert in emojis, memes, shorthand and 
cringe. And professionally, you can figure out how to apply the stylistic principles of popular content 
toward developing strategies for local businesses that look native to the platform, while also being original, 
compelling, and most importantly, on-brand. Because local businesses are not trying to go viral; they're 
trying to become vital, by building their brand, increasing their local exposure, and engaging with their 
existing fan base. That means creative, consistent content that goes beyond filtered food pics, dance 
challenges, or posting about National Whatever Day. You're not here to bootstrap fleeting viral trends and 
make our clients look like everyone else. Rather, you're here to raise the bar with original ideas, engage the
page, handle negative comments, field legit questions, keep the info accurate, and be an absolute pro. 



COMPANY INTRODUCTION                                                                                                                                                 
JoshuaOneNine believes our clients are worth a new creation, and we're shaping a community where businesses feel local, but 
never small. We're a relational marketing agency that creates and distributes strong & courageous content for local brands. 
Internally, our Christian culture openly and unashamedly embraces Bible study and prayer. We value integrity alongside ability,
and character alongside competency. In addition to putting in a productive day's work, our small company offers a platform to 
reflect gospel-centered values into the lives of co-workers, clients, and the community through our conduct and contributions. 
We want to be at the cross-section of marketing and ministry as we flex our creativity in a faith-based environment.

JOB DESCRIPTION      (broad overview)                                                                                                                                  

Social Media Specialist – reports directly to the Owner, and is responsible for managing all aspects of organic social 

media and other digital platforms for JoshuaOneNine and Client properties. You will have a lot of interaction with a lot of 
people, including your JoshuaOneNine teammates, our Clients and their staff, and our Clients' customers. This job is equal 
parts customer service, account management, and content creation. You need to be a social media superstar, able to create 
compelling photo, video, and written content within defined brand boundaries, while professionally handling all engagement 
in the reviews, comments & DMs, and optimizing every digital client platform via the settings menu. Given all the interaction, 
you must be a likable, emotionally-intelligent, people-person, flexible enough to comfortably float between different 
environments (from a bar to a doctor's office), and have the highest character and integrity to be trusted with posting access to
our Clients' audiences.

SKILLS & COMPETENCIES                                                                                                                                                           
Day-to-day, your responsibilities may include the following:

CONTENT CREATION for SOCIAL MEDIA (Capture, Editing & Posting)
 Staying On-Brand: Copywriting & Voice. You'll be expected to learn individual client brand guidelines and become 

their brand when you post. This includes (but is not limited to) colors, fonts, emojis, tone, captions, punctuation, 
grammar, platform norms, and target audience expectations. In posting for multiple clients (e.g. a toy store is very 
different from a doctor's office) you'll need to skillfully shift from corporate to casual.

 Content Planning. Develop and manage an organic social media content calendar for each client, on each platform. 
 Content Execution. Figure out, in advance, how you're going to capture and present content. As a social media 

content pro, you shouldn't just show up and wing it.
 High Quality Content. More advanced than simply using filters, you will capture fantastic visual content that is in-

focus with interesting composition and appropriate use of music, stickers, captions, and links with respect to video 
length, sizes, safe zones, quantities and character limits.

 Posting. You'll schedule content, post content in-the-moment (for platforms that can't be scheduled), and on rare 
occasions even "go live" with live videos on certain platforms.

 On-Location. Clients aren't going to shoot footage and send it to you. You'll regularly be out-and-about, bouncing 
from client to client, present at events, capturing authentic footage in the middle of the action.

 Documentarian. You'll also join pre-scheduled events, video shoots, and photoshoots to capture behind-the-scenes 
footage, since that sort of content can also make for compelling social posts.

 Influencers, Takeovers & Collabs. You'll setup and manage these sorts of projects, when appropriate.
 Teaching & Guidance. JoshuaOneNine uses Canva for Teams, and you'll be expected to learn this platform, populate it,

and explain it to Clients and their staff so they can stay on-brand when they inevitably post on their own.
 Humility and Patience. You'll need to know and respect approval processes, and be prepared to make changes.
 Trust & Attention to Detail. You will have access to multiple accounts for some of the community's best known 

businesses and largest audiences. You need to have smarts and integrity while being organized, careful, and 
disciplined to double check before hitting post.



RESPONSE & ENGAGEMENT (Handling Reviews, Comments, and Questions)
Social media works best as a dialogue. This part of the job spans both "engaging with fans" and "reputation management."

 Contests. You'll frequently be orchestrating contests in the comments, and responding to winners publicly & privately.
 Reviews. When a customer leaves a review on any social platform (including Google and other industry-specific sites), 

you need to know about it and decide how to respond.  
 Comments. You need to be aware of all comments and decide whether (and how) to interact. 
 Questions & Complaints. You need to be aware of all customer questions and complaints and then decide whether 

you're equipped to answer, or whether you need to reach out to the Client or a teammate for help.
 Internet-Wide. Beyond their own social platforms, you need to be aware of conversations about our Clients across the 

Internet, which will involve regularly searching them (on Google and social channels), checking hashtags, etc.
 Availability. You are the first line of defense when it comes to what's being said about our Clients online, and how 

others are interacting with their feeds. This may occasionally require you to be available outside of regular business 
hours when emergencies arise. While we do our best to keep our primary job responsibilities within a normal workday,
our clients' hours and their customer expectations may require periodic responses on evenings and weekends.

 Trust & Attention to Detail. Again, you will be responding on behalf of local businesses. And all our Clients care about 
how you interact with their customers and patients.

Posting content is fun, but managing social media for local businesses is also a customer service gig. This requires a deep 
understanding of the brand, professionalism, discernment, and self-control. We are the trusted stewards of our Clients' brands
and behavior online, and in a cancel culture, the mob rarely relents. You need to be calm and ask for permission, not 
forgiveness. Understand when you can respond and how you should respond. Always remember you're speaking for the Client,
everyone is watching, and screenshots exist forever. 

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT & OPTIMIZATION
You'll also be in charge of the fundamental account management for all 3rd party Client digital platforms.

 Audit client online accounts (social and otherwise) to ensure all fields are filled out and accurate.
 Update fields during special events or circumstances (e.g. changes in hours, 'About' sections, services, menus, etc.)
 Remove and address spammers and scammers on client accounts, and report, block, or hide bad actors.
 Evaluate and suggest better thumbnails and titles where applicable (for improved SEO and clickability).
 Curate, arrange, and clean-up platforms (e.g. Instagram profile highlights, playlists on the YouTube Channel, etc.)
 Determine which other local, regional, or national brands or individuals our Client accounts should follow.
 Consume and identify relevant content from other social (and non-social) accounts to share or repost.
 Tag appropriately (and remove our tags when appropriate)
 Share content (articles/blogs/posts) at the request of the business owner.
 Bolster our network by interacting with industry professionals and influencers via social media.
 Beyond popular social media channels, you will manage client presence on other platforms such as Yelp, TripAdvisor, 

Untappd, GoogleMyBusiness, appointment setting platforms, and linking accounts like Bitly and LinkTree. If they have a
digital account or listing, you're managing it to be consistent with their social media accounts.

OTHER Related Duties
 Emerging Platforms. You will be responsible for keeping us on the cutting edge. TikTok was barely even a thing 5 years 

ago. What's next? You need to know where our clients should be, and what new platforms can do for a local business.
 Market Research. You will contribute social media insights to competitive analysis reports. This means scanning socials

to see what Client competitors are doing, and sharing social search trends with the rest of the team. 
 Metrics & Reporting. You will provide data for monthly client reports highlighting the results and impact of the 

previous month's social media activities, including customer service interactions, ratings, and reviews. 
 Second Shooter & Production Assistant. On larger shoots, you'll assist our Multimedia Ad Producer with setup, gear 

operation, tear down, and client relations, as well as learn to serve as a second shooter on photo and video shoots. 
And to the extent you have interest, ability & capacity, various audio, video & photo editing projects may be available.

 Brainstorming. You'll participate in brainstorming sessions with the team, expected to contribute creative ideas. 



QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE & REQUIREMENTS                                                                                            
Requirements & Strong Preferences

 This is not a remote position. Residency in the Bloomington-Normal area is required  .  
 Demonstrate your character through multiple non-family reference  s  .
 Abundant personal experience using popular social media platforms like TikTok and Instagram is required.
 You must have a valid driver's license and reliable vehicle for day travel to surrounding client sites.
 Due to the intensive audio/visual projects, adequate vision (both clarity & color) and auditory abilities are required.

Additional Preferences to Enhance your Candidacy
 Minimum of 2 years experience working in social media for businesses is preferred.
 Experience with professional media equipment (cameras, lenses, Adobe CC) is preferred.
 Experience in the world of advertising is a big plus, though not required. A desire to grow is expected.
 Other degrees, licenses, or certifications. Competency and character matter most, but a formal background in 

marketing, communications, or related fields would be a plus.
 We're an intensely local company looking for reliable longevity from this position, so we welcome candidates who plan

to put down roots and make the Bloomington-Normal area their home. 
 Additionally, since you would grow to become the frequent brand voice on their social media platforms, being familiar 

with JoshuaOneNine clients will make you highly competitive.

WORK ENVIRONMENT                                                                                                                                                            
You'll be expected to work from the company's headquarters in Downtown Bloomington with the rest of the team, where we 
regularly interact with clients and their staff. We are an openly Christian company that has 9 minutes of team-building Bible 
Study every Wednesday morning, and the ideal candidate will be curious and excited to join that culture. 

Salary & Benefits
 Starting range of $40,000 - $50,000 annual Salary, based on skills, competencies, experience & qualifications.
 Monday-Friday, 8a-4pm with occasional evening or weekend commitments in support of client events and programs.
 Health Insurance benefits include an optional HRA (Health Reimbursement Agreement)
 Paid Vacation & Sick Days.

Other Perks:
 JoshuaOneNine is on the top floor of the Illinois House Building in Downtown Bloomington, in a newly built-out Office 

featuring a recording studio, plenty of space, and great views. It's a unique spot from which you'll love to work. 
 We built a kegerator into our Kitchenette. We've always got Frostie's root beer and a White Oak craft beer on tap.
 Our clients are outstanding, and you may find yourself occasionally taste-testing new menu items and beer, playing 

with toys, attending an awards gala, touring epic spaces, flying at 10,000 feet, and more. 

TO APPLY                                                                                                                                                                                            
Apply by sending an email to careers@joshuaonenine.media containing the following:

 Cover letter explaining why you'd be the right fit for our company in addition to being right for this role.
 Resume with references.
 Links, portfolio, or attached samples that help demonstrate your social media work and experiences
 Estimate of when you could start, if offered the position.

TIMELINE                                                                                                                                                                                            
 Interviews are expected to occur throughout March and April, 2023, with an expected start date in April or

May 2023. Some flexibility into June may be possible for the right candidate.

mailto:careers@joshuaonenine.media

